Two Men Rising Down To Work

"HE-MAN" Citation

Mere men, it appears, are kicking over the traces of fashion.

From time to time it is obligatory upon us as a great and public journal to take cognizance of the trend in fashions. It appears, according to advice from our private sleuth, that the shrewd lad has struck the made of the cast a considerable sock.

Whether this is in retaliation upon the female for the scribes for wearing beach pajamas, or merely to demand the satisfaction from the limitations of male attire, the question of how the body comport itself is now enjoy the golf course of the bridge table. Why is it in the case?

We mention this because at this season of the year there is a large colony of grasspickers, whose families have fretted to summer camps, and who put in their time from Monday to Friday washing clothes, cooking chops, bungling fires and carrying out ashes, which further emphasizes the need for the emancipation of man.

The big business men is frequently depicted as our romantic with the latest fustian wares, while his home is in the pre-Cambrian state of culture, just a step advanced from the days of the back-
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radio RECOMMENDATION

SATURDAY—James P. Durkin's 7:30 p.m. KFRC, and other NBC stations.

Tonight's broadcast features selections from the show's popular series.

The weather forecast indicates clear skies and mild temperatures for the evening.

OTTAWA RATES GO UP

The Ottawa Hydro-Electric Commission has recently announced increases in domestic electric service rates which will put up the cost of service to apartment dwellers and small householders 60 per cent.

The old rate called for a fixed charge of 2 cents per month for the first 100 square feet of floor area, with a minimum of 30 cents, a charge which was increased to 30 cents per month after which current was charged at 3 cents a kilowatt hour. After August 1, if the small householders have more than 2000 watts of appliances connected, the minimum will be 60 cents a month. Further, instead of 30 kilowatt hours being charged at the primary rate, 40 kilowatt hours will be charged before the secondary rate is reached.

As an electric iron, a toaster, a radio, a vacuum cleaner and a dozen 10-watt lamps add up to more than 2000 watts, practically every apartment of at least will hereafter pay the higher rate.

What Scotty needs is a good box of cigars.

HOEY" SAYS MAYOR

Mayor Mackey of Philadelphia has in this good advice to merchants:

"It's all easy to make our customers bring great deal of business of any street or any of the other downtown streets. We really ought to do is ban all parking in centre of the city and make people come in by trolley or subway. If you merchants would make your stores attractive and enter to your customers you wouldn't need a hurry ever banking. Your trade would come to you."

WATER, WATER!

If you need some hot days this summer, there's a southern elixir which can improve your health. The B.C. Electric system is currently running at peak load, and the water department is calling for water conservation.

TRAFFIC REQUIRES

Traffic rules are important for the safe and orderly movement of pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers on the streets. The city has implemented new traffic regulations to reduce accidents and improve traffic flow.

 excerpt from a newspaper article about the weather, electricity rates, and traffic regulations. The content includes a recommendation for radio programs and a statement from the mayor about improving customer service.

This is one of two new buses recently purchased by the B.C. Electric Company. The buses are designed to accommodate increased passenger demand and are equipped with modern amenities for a comfortable ride.
THE SPENDING HABIT

The gas department contracts the disease to the tune of $850,000

W HEVER invented weather did mankind one of these good turns that ought to be rewarded with a medal or a piece of parchment ready for framing. For what would we do without weather as a subject for complaint? It's like the lady in Tennyson's poem—when they brought her warrior home more or gas deficient, her maid servants said she just had to weep, for she would pass out herself.

If we didn't have to worry about it, we'd have a lot more time to do a lot more other things. For example, it makes the work of the public utilities much easier. It's a fact that when it's raining, everybody stays at home and reads newspapers, and the utilities can improve their service without the annoyance of having to deal with the public.

In the public utility field, we've found that the public is much more willing to pay for better service when they're not being threatened with the loss of it. This is true in almost every line of utility work, from the water works to the electric light and power companies.

Racing tomorrow at Lansdowne Park